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A new partnership between a local en-
trepreneur and a Reed College professor
represents Reed's IlrSt foray into the
realm of technology transfer.

The endeavor also charts a new direc-
tion for Portland medical bill review com-
pany Qmedtrix Systems Inc.

Dr. Merrit Quarum, founder and chief
executive of Qmed1rix, launched the com-
pany Medrithms Inc. with his former Reed
College physics professor Richard Cran-
dall. Medrithms is short for medical algo-
rithms. Crandall is the director of Reed's
Center for Advanced Computation.

The duo aims to build on the concepts
that spawned Qmedh"ix's success -us-
ing medical algorithms to detect medical
billing errors prior to payment.

Medrithms is designed to operate as a
stand-alone compan~ but will initially be
connected to QmedtriX. Medrithms founders
have applied fora $100;000 SmanBusiness
Administration TechnOlogy ~ grant,
proP9sing a partnership between Reed and
Qmedtrix for the project. The grant applica-
tion, the first of its kind that Reed has sub-
mitted, received a score that makes funding
probable, but not certain.

Quarum and Qmedh'ix have reason to
look for other opportunities. The once
high-flying Qmedh"ix has been hurt by
workers' compensation reforms enacted
in states where its market was strongest.
It has laid off much of its workforce, and
revenue is down substantially from the
$28 million it reported in 2003. Company
officials declined to give detailed infor-
mation on revenue.

Reed has furnished the site and most of
the computers for the project, saidsppkes-
woman Beth Sorensen. Two Reed alumni
are dedicated to the project, which is be-
ing carried out at the Center for Advanced
Computation.

Quarum said possible target markets
for the technology would include
Medicare payment vendors and group
health plans.

"This work is particularly timely due to
recent changes in Medicare program pol-
icy initiatives which provide new oppor-
tunities to deploy this approach to cost
containment," the grant proposal says.

The ambitious project would demandac-
curacy in the 90 percent range -difficult
to achieve considering the complexity and
subtlety of billing abuses and errors.
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